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Abstract 
 

Currently, the sports market continues to grow every year, and among them, professional baseball's entry 

income is larger than the rest of the professional league. In sports, strategies are used differently in different 

situations, and the analysis is based on data to decide which direction to implement. There is a part that a person 

misses in an analysis, and there is a possibility of a false analysis by subjective judgment. So, if this data 

analysis is done through artificial intelligence, the objective analysis is possible, and the strategy can be more 

rationalized, which helps to win the game. The most popular baseball to be applied to artificial intelligence to 

analyze athletes' strengths and weaknesses and then efficiently establish strategies to ease the competition. The 

data applied to the experiment were provided on the KBO official website, and the algorithms for forecasting 

applied linear regression. The results showed that the accuracy was 87%, and the standard error was ±5. 

Although the results of the experiment were not enough data, it would be possible to effectively use baseball 

strategies and predict the results of the game if the amount of data and regular data can be applied in the future. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In sports, strategies are often used differently in different situations, where the coach or coach will usually 

decide which direction to set up by analyzing the player based on data. There is a possibility that some people 

may miss out on their analysis and misinterpret with subjective judgment, so if such data analysis is done 

through artificial intelligence, it will enable objective analysis, which will help them win the game more 

rationally (New Kyu-sik, 2014). Among sports, baseball is the most inclined to rely on all-time, or historical 

data, and among the many types of play in baseball, it randomly selected and tested the type of left-handed 

pitcher. In the future, different types of athletes will be able to be analyzed in this way. Data has been passed on 

to players by situation on the KBO homepage, so it is possible to analyze the data accurately since the player 

you want to analyze is all year after year from his debut (KBO, 2019). The data mainly analyzed the pitcher's hit 

rate and used Microsoft's Azure Machine Learning Studio (Microsoft, 2019). The predictive model applied 

Azure Machine Learning Studio's linear regression algorithm (Kang Min-soo, 2018). The reason for this is that 

the results of the analysis were easy to understand through visualization functions such as statistics and graphs. 

The results of the analysis were estimated at 30% by 70% in order to avoid overconformity, a phenomenon 

where learning is so well done in the analysis process, but less accurate in the test data or actual application, the 

total result accuracy is 87%, and sampling error is ±5%. Regression analysis was performed to predict the 

outcome of these studies and apply them to tactics to help solve the game. 
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2. Data Set 
 

2.1. Data Set Description 
Sports clubs have a variety of categories to earn income, such as advertising, player trade and attendance fees, 

but according to a 2015 survey, the team's revenue is 73 billion won, followed by 36 billion won as broadcasting 

rights (Kim Won, 2017). Taking baseball as an example, the ratings are low because it usually broadcasts only 

on sports channel cables, but since important games such as the postseason and the Korean Series are broadcast 

on terrestrial channels, ratings go up overwhelmingly. Therefore, the higher the team's ranking, the higher the 

value of the team's image, broadcasting fees, and spectators' fees, the higher the income of the team. If the 

strategy is established through accurate analysis, the team can earn a lot of income by achieving a high winning 

rate and naturally increasing the team's ranking, which makes it even more important for the team to use rational 

strategy with solid analysis. 

 

  
Figure 1. Process of data collection 

 

Figure 1 shows four players as Kim Kwang-hyun, Yang Hyun-jong, Jang Won-sam and Jang Won-jun as 

examples of the data collection process, and the premise is: 1. KBO league players 2. billion-a-year salary 3. 

starting pitchers 4. For more than 10 years, left-handed pitchers have been set at five conditions The reason why 

we set the conditions is that we set up veterans to exclude variables outside the game as much as possible. The 

reason is that rookie players are influenced by environmental or psychological variables, but because veteran 

players are more experienced and show consistent performance by adjusting the variables to the fullest extent 

possible. To maintain common ground in the data, we created conditions for starting pitchers and left-handed 

pitchers, and only high salaries for reliable data. By dataizing their entire lineup in various situations, including 

type of batter, innings and out count, they can be more useful in establishing strategies such as replacement 

timing or change of defensive position through analysis (he Jun-hoi, 1998). 

 

2.2. Data Set Item 

 
Table 1 describes the items used in the data. 
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Table 1. Explanation of attribute 
H 2B 3B HR BB HBR SO WP AVG 

 

Table 2 shows the maximum value, maximum value, median value, and average of all four of the statistics, 

including hits and home runs. The variables were set as innings, runners, free type, and out count. He set the hit 

rate as the data value because the statistics that can analyze the pitcher's characteristics such as strength and 

weakness are the percentage of hits, and since the hit rate is a situation where he loses the score, he focused on 

label. 

Table 2. Data for the left-hander of the year 18 

Separation Minimum Maximum Mean Median 
H 5 307 87.65 76 
2B 1 56 15.65 14 
3B 0 2 0.6 0 
HR 0 38 9.6 8 
BB 1 79 22.7 17 

HBP 0 11 2.9 2 
SO 4 198 64.45 54 
WP 0 12 2.6 1 

AVG 0.178 0.548 0.2974 0.283 

 

3. Experiments and Results 
 

3.1 Preemptive Research and Environment 

 
Using C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm, a machine learning algorithm, and C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm to 

predict the attack line-up, the pitcher's pitching prediction (Jin Seung-woo, 2014) and Deep Learning (Oh Yoon-

hak, 2014) are analyzed by analyzing the big data of KBO baseball games to predict victory or defeat. So in this 

experiment, we used linear regression to learn 70% of each data and forecast 30%, but the amount of data was 

limited, so we hit the limit similar to the preceding study. 

 

3.2. The result of an experiment 

 

 
Figure 2. Result of machine learning 

 
Figure 2 shows the seven least accurate result values, which are less accurate because data are created by the 

limitations of the experiment. The results will also be predictable in the competition situation as long as the 

accuracy is increased, since it can be compared with other items based on the score values predicted from the 

result values. 

 

3.3. A review of the results of the experiment 
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Applying more data on a yearly basis is accurate and provides a full picture of the strengths and weaknesses 

of the players or types of players, helping to gain a clearer picture of the timing or direction of the strategy and 

increasing the winning rate by increasing the ability to cope with the crisis of the game. Although data on left-

handed pitchers have only been analyzed at this time, this method of applying them to more types will help to 

use more complex tactics. For example, if the overall defensive position is moved back when there is a high 

chance of getting a double, it is possible to make it only out or a single, even if the batter is going to go for a 

double. Then, the long-distance situation will be reduced, and there will be less chance of losing. 

4. Conclusion 
 

The above linear regression study allows us to predict the loss of a game. In the analysis of data that we have 

been doing so far, we can analyze the data more objectively than humans, so we can clearly set the strategic 

direction to create a high winning rate, but with the most accurate data. As for the characteristics of sports, such 

as personal situations, internal factors, and environmental factors, it is difficult to analyze and exceptional 

circumstances can arise, so it is better to use this data analysis for reference, for example, pitchers have different 

relative histories of hitters, players' psychological states, and environmental factors can be cited as examples of 

weather or ground conditions. In addition, since the strength and weakness of each individual, such as the old 

type of left-handed pitcher, are different and have different characteristics, there are concerns that the analysis 

with the above data may result in premature generalization and decrease accuracy. In addition, the accuracy is 

low due to overconformity of the data forecast values. So, data variables and environmental variables of the 

same type can be found in advance research. In the KBO, if the above problems can be solved because there is a 

huge amount of data like MLB, not only can the problems be solved through additional research, but also the 

lineup and the winning and losing can be used in various games. 
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